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Abstract
Task planning is a key component necessary to implement telerobotic systems in
remote operations for the deactivation and decommissioning (D&D) of defunct
nuclear facilities.
In this thesis, a task planning software module for a telerobotic D&D system is
presented. This software helps the operator to visually create a plan for a
dismantlement task so that the control component can then interpret the task plan file
and execute the plan. The graphical user interface allows the operator to plan a set of
tasks efficiently. This software also calculates the manipulator's end-effector
orientation and position at approach points, cut points and final points through
appropriate kinematics transformations and saves the data to a task plan file.
With this software, the D&D telerobotic system works as an integrated system
with real-time multi-mode operation. It is believed that this task planning concept will
be applicable to other application domains.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Background: Telerobotic systems in environmental restoration and waste
management

Remote operations for the deactivation and decommissioning (D&D) of
defunct nuclear facilities and associated Environmental restoration and waste
management (ER&WM) is one of the most challenging applications of teleoperation
in the United States. ER&WM challenges in the United States, and around the world,
involve radiation and other hazards that are not suitable to human workers' direct
contact and operation. It therefore necessitates the use of remote operations to protect
human workers from dangerous exposures. The tasks of D&D systems include mainly
removing radioactive contaminants from equipment and talcing it apart for recycle or
disposal. Teleoperated systems are used to perform remote maintenance functions in
hazardous environments usually with the fundamental objective of reducing or
eliminating human worker exposure to dangers. The challenge results from the
unstructured, uncertain and radioactive environment that malces the work inefficient,
expensive and slow. Teleoperation not only requires ten to one hundred times the
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execution time, but also can result in reduced work quality outputs compared to that
of direct contact work by humans. These factors highlight the importance of
telerobotics which holds real promise for improving work quality and efficiency by
combining teleoperation and robotic automation through computer vision, modeling,
control, planning and trajectory generation.
A telerobotic system has been developed at the Robotics and Electromechanical
Systems ·Laboratory at the University of Tennessee in support of the D&D robotic
work at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory and the National Energy Technology
Laboratory. This system, implementing the remote operation with the combinations
of teleoperation and robotic control telerobotic work systems, outperforms

, . operation is divided into
traditionally available remote equipment [I]. The remote
'

several subtasks in different operating modes. This scheme is demonstrated in figure
1.1.

1.2 Robots Classifications in Terms of Operating Mode

Autonomous robots function with no human modification of their activities after
their programming is complete, until maintenance or re-programming is necessary.
"Teleoperators are robotic system that synergistically combine human and machine"
[ 1O]. While teleoperators are not robots they are robotic systems. They are a kind of
robotic device that can remotely control a material handling machine. Because
teleoperators take advantage of human creativity and intelligence, they are able to
-2-
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Figure 1.1 D&D Telerobotics system operations cycle [1]

respond to an environment more flexibly and develop new behaviors as required.
Teleoperated robots incorporate human inputs as required by the level of control
designed into the teleoperated robot. The key difference is that for autonomous
robots, human-robot interaction is not routinely required, while for teleoperated
robots human-robot interaction is routinely required. Because teleoperators take
advantage of human cognitive and perceptual abilities, they can perform more
efficiently in unfamiliar and dynamic environments. A typical robot is usually a
programmable, automated material handling machine. Teleoperators are a human
machine system, which executes a programmer's stored commands and acts on inputs
from a human on-line in real time.
Based on the above concepts, the relationship between autonomous robots and
teleoperators is show in figure 1.2
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Telerobot

Teleoperated
robot

Autonomous
robot

Figure 1.2 Classifications of robotics

1.3 Overview of Robot Task Scene Analyzer (RTSA), Task Planer (TP) and
Real-time Controller

From the operation cycle shown in figure 1. 1, each operation consists of three
basis cycles: (1) building 3-D model of work space, (2) planning task and (3)
executing planned task.
The first cycle is called task space scene analysis (TSSA). It refers to the
process by which the remote work system gathers geometrical and other types of
information that are necessary to characterize and analyze the automated task
execution. To automate or provide computer assistance to a task or subtask with a
telerobotic system, the operator needs to obtain the necessary quantitative 3-D
geometrical data about the task space. For example, in a dismantlement scenario the
task may be to remove a segment of process piping using remote manipulators and
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cutting tools. If such a task is to be automated, it is necessary to describe the location

.

,, respect to the remote work system. The
and orientation of each piping element with

,. implements TSSA functionality
robot task scene analyzer (RTSA) is a subsystem that

.

.
in the D&D task telerobotic system. The RTSA' system
acquires the geometric

. ..

11 Ithe task space and builds a 3information such as position and orientation of a part in

D model of the task location [I].
The second cycle is called task planning. It refers to the process by which the
II for the real-time control subsystem
software generates all the necessary information

. ,,· in TSSA subsystem. It
during the operation from model information obtained

provides all the necessary information of an overall task. For example, the desired
. I
., with a saw in autonomous
task may include two subtasks,
cutting a specific pipe

mode and manipulating the pipe in assisted teleoperation mode. The task planning
software needs to compute the position and orientation of the manipulator during the
', autonomous subtask; then
autonomous subtask, and set the tool parameters for the
specify the operating mode for the teleoperation mode and compute the geometrical
constraint useful to the assist function. The task planner {TP) is such a software
module that implements task planning functionality in the D&D task telerobotic
system.
The third and last cycle is called real-time executing. It refers to the process by
which the real-time control subsystem executes the task following the planned task.
The real-time control can be categorized into autonomous control and teleoperation.
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.

4 'I
' . ... on-line commands, and
Execution in autonomous mode requires no operator's
the

..

control module solely completes the execution with the information in the planned
task. In most cases, the remote task cannot be performed completely autonomously
I environment model
due to the complicated nature of the task and uncertainty in• the
, ....
which requires that the human operator always maintain
direct control. But

maneuvering a manipulator is difficult in teleoperation tasks in which contact must be
made with the environment by a tool. This difficulty tends to make the human
operator experience significant fatigue during long work periods. Fatigue then
decreases the efficiency and performance of the human operator and task execution
time consequently increases. There is therefore a need to improve the system
maneuverability and efficiency in teleoperation by exploiting the autonomous ability
of robot. Therefore, a semi-autonomous controller, or human machine cooperative
controller, can be used to enhance instead of supersede the human command thereby
increasing operator efficiency. The HMCT software module in,, a D&D telerobot
improves the operator efficiency in teleoperation modes.

1.4 Task Planning Research Review

Task planning is initially an important research area in manufacturing or other
fields where robotic automation has significant applications. With the boom of

..

artificial intelligent research, a lot of work has been done in developing planner for
assembly planning [2, 3, and 4].
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..

•
•• systems is so important, lots of
, r, ID&D
As the application of telerobotics
in
I• United State and the world [5, 6, 7, and 8].
research has been carried out all over the

It has been widely accepted that task planning is a key component in the
telerobotic system as D. Verna presented the scenario of the teleoperation and virtual
reality that "in Virtual Execution, consider the case of path or task planning, in semi
I I

autonomous robotics." [9]
The prototype of our system is mentioned in the technical document in the
Automation and Intelligent Systems Focus Group at Lawrence Livermore National
Lab, "Telerobotics expertise includes shared control with seamless transfer between
.,.1
teleoperation and. autonomous
robot control which provides for manual control of one

time operations and programmable control for repetitive operations. " This system
I I r,. llf
I'
include "task planning, user interface, information
base management
. . . " [10].

Typically the subsystems of task planning defines a Euclidean frame for the
task description, as Dr. Martin Jagersand in the Computer Science Department at
Rochester University presented in his dissertation "task specification and planning are
" frame, and both cameras and robots are
.. world coordinate
done in a global Euclidean
calibrated in this frame, .. . open loop manipulations described in any of the three
frames, namely visual, (local) world or joint, are stored in the canned motor actions
module. These are typically used to bring about some immediate goal, such as
insertion, screwing in, dropping off etc" [11]. Based on this idea, our task planning
results are expressed in a fixed Cartesian frame (Robot frame).
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The researches in planning based purely on mechanical and geometrical
information provide the computation foundation of our I•
task planning .Matthew T.
., manipulation planning, in
Mason [12] presented a brief overview of this kind of

..

II
which he discussed the planning
approach for different mechanical parts.

There is some research on the task planning in the application of teleoperated
system. For example, in the research "blind grasping" by D.M. Lane and M. Pickett
in 19 9 8 [13]," "Geometric and semantic models of the world are used as triggers into
pre -stored lists of action sequences" .The task planning software in this thesis uses
geometrical information from models .

..

•1 '
\ . planing software in a D&D remote operation system,
When designing the task

.. .
human -machine interface issues must be fully and in detail considered. The friendly
human -machine interface provides more reliable remote operation, which is very
• 41\
t

I

[

j

important in the D&D applications. For example, in the design of the Man Machine
Interface system (MMI) in Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche [14], the aim was

. .... architecture . . . one of the most
"build an
general purpose and reliable
� ,. efficient,
_ ..
't I
important MMI tasks is to understand a human request, to correctly interpret itt I and

translate it into a series of commands which can be implemented
by the controlled
"..
. '

•• TP .
machine." This issue is also the first concern in our design of the
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1.5 Thesis Goal: Task Planner -- a bridge between RTSA and Real-Time
Controller

In this thesis, task planning software, called the task planner (TP), for a
telerobotic (D&D) system is presented. The TP creates the task description file that
gives all necessary information to control real-time execution subsystem through a
series of calculation with geometric information from RTSA subsystem so that the
high level controller in the real-time execution subsystem then interprets the task plan
file and activates the proper assist functions during the teleoperation. Figure 1.2
describes the basic data processing and transmission relationship between the
individual modules. With the TP, the D&D telerobotic system works as an integrated
system with real-time multi-mode operation.

RTSA
Module

Geometric
information
of task space
�

Task
Planner
Module

Manipulator
positions and
orientations for a
specific task

Figure 1.2 Information flow in D&D system
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Real-time
Controller
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Action
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Chapter 2

. ' and Previous Work
System Configuration

.,

-·

•
2.1 System Configuration in D&D Telerobotic System
•

;

%

2.1.1 Modules in D&D System

A telerobotic system as discussed in this thesis consists of the three main
modules: Robot Task Space Analyzer (RTSA), real-time execution controller which
includes Human Machine Cooperative Telerobotics Controller (HMCT) for
teleoperation modes and the Task Planner (TP). The RTSA is a human interactive
system that uses sensors, image processing, and a multitude of software modules to
• I

•�

obtain necessary geometric information. Real-time controller (including HMCT) is
I• real
t•
functionally a set of control mechanisms. In the autonomous operation mode, the

time controller interprets the task plan file directly, transforming the commands,
which are listed in the task plan file, from the Cartesian space to joint space and sends
it to the low-level controller. In assisted teleoperation, HMCT takes control of the

- 10 -

real-time execution module. The assist functions modify the commands to limit the
action of the end-effector according to different assistant modes, which are linear
assist, planar assist and force assist, and thereby satisfy the predefined constraints on
the end-effector. The HMCT consists of a finite state machine (FSM), interpreter, and
assist functions. The FSM manages the operating mode, and the interpreter activates
the functional blocks that correspond to the operating mode.
The TP is a computation module that generates control commands necessary for
autonomous execution to the real-time control module. The task plan file describes
the execution of task including manipulator and tooling motions.
The TP is an interactive graphical user interface (GUI) system, and the operator is
only required to define the end-effector and tooling positions in the 3-D model from
RTSA. Detailed data, like the required position and orientation of the end-effector or
the manipulating procedure, are automatically generated by the TP. As we can see in
figure 2.1, TP plays the key role to link the information between RTSA and real-time
controller.

2.2.2 Hardware and Software Schematics

For better understanding of the D&D system, some hardware schematics are
presented. The present hardware resides in the Robotics and Electromechanical
System Laboratory (REMSL) at the University of Tennessee. The current hardware
and interconnections are shown in figure 2.2. The set of hardware in use may be
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Human Machine Cooperative Telerobotics (HMCTI

t {Wfl
Cresion Contdlcr

�
�

�-.
.......

�
�

__,_

l �! I
Aaaia!Functlon
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----v Finite State Machine

TmkPlon

Li

�
�

Schlll111 Tlan 2
Mmi>ulaor

Robot Task Space Analyzer (RTSA)

<

LowiAwlCom-oler

)

-c ..... S.ra:wHead

Figure 2.1 Module Configuration of the telerobotic system for D&D [ 1 5]

decomposed into a real-time part, including the robot and its peripherals and
controller; and non-real-time part, including the RTSA model builder and task
planner and sensor head connections [1].
The corresponding software schematic is shown in figure 2. 3. It is a detailed
software interpretation of figure 2. 1, showing the data dependencies and data flow in
the D&D telerobotic system in REMSL.
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2.3 Previous Work and New Features of Work
Thesis

The three main software modules, RTSA, real-time controller (including HMCT)
and TP, in this telerobotic system have been developed in the Robotics and
Electromechanical System Lab (REMSL) at the University of Tennessee. During the
past three years, the RTSA and real-time controller modules were completed and they
have performed satisfactorily. As mentioned in Chapter 1, these two software
modules can not work without the information bridge, the task planner.
The original TP module developed by Xiaoquan Fu [16] didn't work effectively.
In his work, a double linked list was created with C++ to record the sequence of

. ' is suited to record the operation sequence as a double
operation. This data structure
linked list is easy to implement insertion and deletion. The old task planner divided
the operation into atomic tasks. But the key problem of his work was its inability to
give correct calculation of the necessary parameters in the autonomous mode. He left
the work to be completed by the following programmer. Another problem is that its
graphic user interface took little consideration of human-machine interface issue. The
main interface in his task planner is show in figure 2.4. An inexperienced operator has
difficulty to figure out the sequence of processes when he is planning a task.
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Select Qbjeci t9pe
Select J:.ut Plt!!ne
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Check .Elan

Qownl'oad Plan

Cancel

I

Figure 2.4 Main window in old Task planner [16]

The old task planner could not implement the "download plan" functionality
which is very important .As the real-time controller is located on a server and the task
planner is located on a client which is connected to the server with Ethernet, the task
plan file needs to be downloaded and saved onto the server .
As the HMCT control module was developed after his work, the old task planner
had not considered the teleo peration mode. A new task planner with the functionality
to output different sets of necessary da ta according to different control schemes, such
as schemes in autonomous mode and linear assist mode, was needed.
The old task planner functionalities and features are listed in table 2. 1
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Table 2.1 Functionalities and features in old task planner
Functionalities and features Comments

Data structure of a double
linked list

Valuable work for task planning

Atomic task planning

Valuable work for task planning

Download functionality

Need to be added in the new task planner

Interface feature

Need to revise to an interface that requires less
operating experience

With the software developed in this thesis, the TP is able to plan both
autonomous and assisted teleoperation modes. It requires the operator to input his
desire step by step, and even a new operator can then make a task plan by just
following the sequence of the pop up windows. At last, it realizes the download
functionality through Ethernet. A table of comparision between the functionalities of
new task planner developed in this thesis and the old task planner is shown in table
2 2.
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Table 2.2 Functionalities and features in the new task planner
Functionalities and features

Comments

Data structure to record atomic task

Same as the old one

Data computation in autonomous mode

New

Interface of the planning process

New, requires operator little
familiarity to the system

Ability to plan teleoperation along with

New

autonomous operation
Data computation in teleoperation mode

New

Tool parameter setting

New
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Chapter 3

Task Planner Concept and Software Structure
t, Telerobotic System
•
• Ifor a D&D
3.1 Task Planner

.. concept presented in figure I . I , an autonomous
"
According to .the
subtask needs

..

the task planner to provide control information. In the assisted teleoperation modes,
the task planner provides some necessary geometrical information to assist the
operator. For example, considering the task of using a telerobotic system to
accomplish simple cutting, the human operator has the goal of picking up a saw with
the manipulator, moving the manipulator from the rack where it picks up the saw to
the location where it begins to get ready for cutting and then cutting the part with a
desired feedrate in autonomous mode. This is a typical autonomous subtask sequence
to be addressed by the task planner in the system.
TP is a software module responsible for creating a task plan from RTSA model
information. It provides the operator with a set of windows to select the operating
mode, set tool parameters, select the object to be cut, save the task plan file onto the
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•I
real-time controller server, etc. It calculates the manipulator position and orientation

for a desired autonomous subtask; it gives the geometrical constraints for assisted
teleoperation.
TP of this D&D telerobotic remote work system needs to provide the operator
with a very flexible working environment . In this concern, the TP module must
provide operators a very friendly graphical user interface environment .

.-

3.2 Task Planner Implementation

....

All functionalities, such as computation of position
' and orientation, mentioned
above are implemented in the task planner software presented in this thesis. The TP
module is created to provide assistance to the operator in formulating a plan for
_,_
dismantlement of a selected subtask operation. The task planner allows the operator

to choose parts that are to be removed, tools in use, methods of assistance, and
subtask automation . With the task planner, the operator is able to plan the operation in

..

'
advance and to check the
plan before execution .

The task planner software gives the operator a friendly graphic user interface
environment so that the desired input is obtained by completing. ,a sequence of
straightforward selections . It also allows the operator to make reasonable changes
(,

during the task planning .
As the basic functionality of the task planner is IIto compute and then provide the
real-time controller necessary information for subtask execution, the most important
requirement of the task planner is to co.mpute the necessary coordination and
- 20 -

.., respect to "'I
Jj
orientation parameters with
different
operating
so that the real-time
•
• ""'< modes
•••

,.

' save the task plan
.,.�- and
.
controller can
work well under. 'the corresponding
mode
...... ,,., .i>_..,,, •··
I • real-time control subsystem. Thus the
information in a format interpretable to the

real-time control subsystem can complete the desired tasks of the operator according
to the task plan file. The following section presents different information needed by
the real-time controller in,, the various operating modes.

I-• I
3.3 Task Planning with Telerobot
Operating Modes
I' telerobot: autonomous,
There are three categories of operating modes in the D&D

teleoperation with assist function and pure teleoperation.
As a task may include a sequence of operations in different modes, the task
planner must be able to implement the computation of different parameters in the
corresponding mode. The task planner provides a task plan file which is read by the
real-time control subsystem, and this task plan file need to set the flags to the FSM in
HMCT module so as to specify the corresponding operating mode in an individual
'I

operation. The required manipulator geometrical information in different modes is
listed in table 3 . 1 .
I• real-time
All operating modes require a state variable to trigger the FSM in the

controller.
\,
3.3.1 Autonomous mode

In the autonomous mode, the operator does not intercept any information from the

,.

system and does not input any command during the operation. In the applications that
- 21 -

Table 3 . 1 Required geometrical information in different mode
Operating Mode

Required manipulator geometrical information

Autonomous

3-D position and orientation of cut point, approach point and
final point

Teleoperation with Linear

3-D position and orientation at two different point in the

Assist Function

constrain line

Teleoperation with Planar

3-D coordinates and orientations at any three points not

Assist Function

aligned in the same line within the constraint plane.

Teleoperation with Velocity 3-D coordinates and orientations at the cutting point
Assist Function
Pure Teleoperation

No geometrical information is needed

the workspace is highly constructed, this operating mode gives better performance,
such as precision and quality of workmanship, than man-driven operation, and also
gives higher operation efficiency.
In the autonomous mode, the manipulator obtains the approach point where it get
ready to cut, and then move to the cut point where it touches the part, and then feeds
at a set feedrate to a final point where the manipulator retreats.
The real-time controller module needs the following data to implement an
operation under the autonomous mode.
1 . A mode trigger to specify the autonomous operating mode.
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2. 3-D coordinates and orientations of the manipulator at cutting point described
with respect to the robot frame
3. 3-D coordinates and orientations of the manipulator at approach point
described with respect to the robot frame
4. 3-D coordinates and orientations of the manipulator at final point described
with respect to the robot frame

3.3.2 Assisted teleoperation modes
The other operating modes are associated with teleoperation. In many
applications, the unstructured nature of workspace and limitations of the current
sensor ·and computer decision-making technologies prohibit the use of completely
autonomous modes. In these systems operators provide an input (control signal)
through a manual controller which is an integral part of the system control loop.
Teleoperation in the HMCT D&D system is classified into two large categories:
teleoperation with assist function and pure teleoperation.
The remote work efficiency will be greatly improved by enhancing the nature of
teleoperation by providing a computer-assist control function, which allows the
operator to complete the teleoperation task faster and more efficiently. For example, it
may be desirable to remove a set of bolts with teleoperation, but provide assistance in
maintaining alignment with the bolts during approach. This assistance is then defined
when the task plan is formulated and downloaded with the plan file.
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The assist functions interact with the task planner and allow motion constraints
to be implemented during teleoperation. These functions are useful during tooling
tasks such as maintaining alignment with bolts during removal. They are defined in
the task plan and implemented in HMCT module.
Teleoperation with assist function can be further categorized into teleoperation
with position assist function and teleoperation with velocity assist function. These
concepts and strategies proposed by Everett [ 17 ] are based on the philosophy that
system parameters rather than direct commands from the operator should be altered
on -line.

,.
3.3.2.1 Teleoperation with Linear Assist Function
In the Linear Assist Function mode, the motion of the manipulator is constrained
along a given line. In this mode, the HMCT module ensures linear movement of the
manipulator along a specified line. One significant application of this mode is in
operations such as drilling holes at an arbitrary orientation. The Linear Assist
Function needs the following data:
1. a mode trigger to specify the Teleoperation with Linear Assist mode
2. 3-D coordinates and orientations of the manipulator at any point in the
constraint line with respect to the robot frame
3. 3-D coordinates and orientations of the manipulator at another point in the
constraint line with respect to the robot frame
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.

..

..

. . withI Planar Assist
a.
,
I • ·• Function
3.3.2.2 Teleoperation
• I
In the Planar Assist Function, the motion
of the manipulator is constrained within
I;

a plane, in which the tooling operation is desired. In this JJmode, the HMCT module
ensures that the manipulator's velocity perpendicular to Ir•
the tooling direction is zero.

..

This function ensures that the track of the manipulator
is constrained
within the
.. ..
•►
constraint plane. This result is obtained by defining the velocity mapping as a matrix

.

which scales the master's velocity and the velocity which is commanded to the slave.

.

In the appropriate frame of reference, the element .in the desired direction is

., .,�
multiplied by one and all the rest are cancelled by multiplying
those elements by zero
[17]. The plane in which cutting is desired is used as an input. This assistance

.

.
I 41 ; •the
•"- desired plane by multiplying
function ensures that the tool is constrained
within

. ..

velocity row which are not in the desired direction by zero. [1 8]
I

••

....

'•'

f

By simple geometry, any three non-co-linear points uniquely define a plane. The
Planar Assist Function needs the following data:
1. a mode trigger to specify the Teleoperation with Planar Assist mode
2 . 3-D coordinates and orientations of the manipulator at any three points not
aligned in the same line within the constraint plane

•
3.3.2.3 Teleoperation with Velocity Assist Function
In the Velocity Assist Function mode, there is a mapping between the master and
slave velocities. It is useful in the approach and avoidance of objects in the workspace
[1 8].
-25 -

..

1 t
Velo�ity Assist Function needs the following data:

1. a mode trigger to specify the Teleoperation with Velocity Assist mode.
I •
2. 3-D coordinates and
r, with
orientations of the manipulator at the cutting point

respect to the robot'I frame
3. a desired velocity of tooling

3.3.3 Pure Teleoperation
1 ...
...
Pure teleoperation is routinely used in remote operations.
The task planner is set

'

•I
up to send a flag to inform the HMCT module to revert a particular
subtask to

.. issues
..
complete manual control through pure teleoperation. In this mode, the operator
,,
the control the manipulator directly. tPure
Teleoperation mode requires:

1. set a trigger to HMCT controller so as to transfer the complete control to the

,.

operator through the manual controller.
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Chapter 4

1I Computations
l II I
Transformations
and
f'
, ...., I ,,

4.1 Coordinate Systems
.l

A manipulator can be schematically represented from a mechanical viewpoint as a
kinematic chain of rigid bodies connected by means of joints. One end of the chain is

.

, other end. The
constrained to a base, while the end-effector ,.is mounted• Ito Ithe

resulting motion of the structure is obtained by composite motion of each link with
respect to the previous one. Operational space is a space that "position of the end
effector can be given by a minimal number of coordinates with regard to the
geometry of the structure, and orientation can be specified in terms of minimal
representation (Euler angles) describing the rotation of the end-effector with respect
to the bas frame" [19 ]. Therefore, in order to manipulate an object in operational
r '
r. end-effector position and orientation.
space, it is necessary to describe
the
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• i Orientation
lI
4.1.1 Space Description of a Rigid Body-Position
and
I.
A rigid body is completely described in space by its position and orientation
with

respect to a reference coordinate frame. The position of a rigid body in space is
expressed in terms of the position of a suitable point on the body with respect to a
reference frame (translation), while its orientation is expressed in terms of the
components of the unit vectors of a frame attached to the body-with origin in the
above point-with respectI Ito the same reference frame (rotation). All the frames in
this thesis are orthogonal frames. As shown in figure 4.1 , the position of a point O_
on the rigid body with respect to the coordinate frame O-xyz, in which x, y, z are the
unit vectors of the frame axes, is expected by the relation
o'= o' X x + o' y y + o' Z z
where o' x , o' Y , o' z denote the components of the vector o' along the frame axes;
the position of o' can be compactly written as (3x1) vector

o'= [::: i
In order to describe the rigid body orientation, it is convenient to consider an
orthogonal frame attached to the body and express its unit vectors with respect to the
· l I x', y', z' be the
reference frame. Let O'-x' y' z' be such a frame with origin in O' and

unit vectors of the frame axes. These vectors are expressed with respect to the
reference frame O-xyz by Eq (4. I):
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z'

z

o'

X

x'

y

Figure 4. 1 Position and orientation of a rigid body

!

x' = x' X x + x' y y + x' Z z

y' = Y'x x + y' y y + z' z z

---- (4.1)

z' = z' X x + z' y y + z' Z z

4.1.2 Rotation and Roll-Pitch-Yaw Angles

With the above relationships, the components of each unit vector are the direction
cosines of the axes of frame O'-x' yt z' with respect to the reference frame O-xyz.
From above equation, we get a matrix R, which is

l

[x' Y'x
R = [x' y' z']= x': y' y z':
z --- (4.2)
x'z
y'z
•' z
z
here R is called the rotation matrix. It's an orthogonal matrix in that R r R = I ,
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Actually, a new frame can be obtained via a sequence of elementary rotations
I

'

,

from the· reference frame. The rotation matrices of frame O'-x' y' z' with respect to
frame O-xyz are
,,, O - xyz is rotated by an angle counter( 1 ) suppose that the reference frame

clockwise a about axis z,
cos a - sin a
then the rotation matrix is Rz (a) = [ sin a cos a
.
0
0
:] --- (4.3)
(2) suppose that the reference frame O - xyz is rotated by an counter-clockwise
angle

/3 about axis y,

then the rotation matrix is RY ( /3)

=[

co p
�

�

si

�

p

- sin f3 0 cos /3

]----(

4 .4)

(3) suppose that the reference frame O - xyz is rotated by an counter-clockwise
angle

r about axis x,

then the rotation matrix is Rx (r) ,,,=

[o
1

co� y - s�,,n r ] --- (4 .5 )
0 sin y cos y

I frames, i.e., each
If the new frame rotates successively about axes of current
I

•

'
rotation is defined with respect to the preceding one, composition of "'J'
successive

rotations is then obtained by post-multiplication of the rotation matrices following the
·.I about the axes of the initial
''. rotates successively
order of rotations. If a new frame

frame, i.e., each rotation is defined with respect to the fixed frame, composition of
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successive rotations is then obtained by pre-multiplication of the rotation matrices
following the order of rotations.
Roll-pitch-yaw-angles are very useful representations of orientation in the
robotics and nautical fields. It decomposes any rotation of a new frame from a
reference frame into three elementary rotations as follows:
(1 )

Rotate the reference frame by the angle

f// about axis x (yaw); this rotation

is described by the matrix Rx ('I/) which is formally defined in (4.5)
(2 )

Rotate the reference frame by the angle 8 about axis y (pitch); this rotation
is described by the matrix Ry (8) which is formally defined in (4.4)

(3)

Rotate the reference frame by the angle (fJ about axis z (roll); this rotation
is described by the matrix R z ((fJ) which is formally defined in (4.3)

The resulting frame is obtained by composition of rotations with respect to the
fixed frame, so the overall rotation matrix is pre-multiplication of the matrices of the
elementary rotation. According to the rule given above, the resulting rotation matrix
IS

R (rp) = R z C (fJ) R y (8) Rx ('lf)
C(/J * c 8 C(/J * s 8 * s 'If - S(/J * C f// C(/J * s8 * C f// + S(/J * s
= [S qJ * c 8 S qJ * s8 * s '!f - C(fJ * C 'f/ S qJ * s8 * C '!f - C(fJ * S 'f/
- s /)

C (fJ * C 'f/

C (fJ * S 'f/

f//J---- (4. 6)

In Eq. (4. 6), C(fJ =cos( (fJ ) and S(fJ =sin( (fJ ); the other notations have similar
meaning.
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[rl l

The inverse solution to a given rotation matrix is R = r2 1
r3 1

roll-pitch -yaw representation.
The solution for <p in the range ·(-,r / 2, ,r / 2) is

There is another solution for <p in the range (1r / 2, 3,r I 2) [19 ]. In this thesis,
we take the solution of ( 4.7 ).

4.1.3 Homogeneous Transformation

Homogeneous coordinates were initially introduced by Forest in 1 9 69 into
computer graphics to overcome a number of problems involved in matrix
calculations. Homogeneous coordinates can be viewed as the addition of an extra
coordinate to each vector. In robotics, we are normally only interested in rotation, and
translation transformations, as we are normally dealing with solid physical objects.
Therefore extended from R 3 space, homogeneous transformation deals with 4
dimensional transformations.
In robotics, we are normally interested in the expression of objects in three
dimensional space .Therefore the general, 4x 4, three-dimensional transformation
matrix has the following form [20 ]:
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rotation
part
T=

traslation
part

R

-----

+

0

3xl

3x3

------ = ----1
1X3

+

------

lxl
--- (4.8)

In this homogenous coordinate system, it is necessary to make the meaning of
notations clear for further discussion:
R

TN

is the transformation matrix between a new frame and original reference

frame. Under this notation,

R p= R

TN

(4 .9)

N p ----

Analogous to the rule of matrices, a sequence of coordinate transformations with
successive rotation about axes of current frames is composed by the post
multiplication.
n

1

A
p= �

2

n
0
l " ' An-1

A

--- (4. 1 0)

p

4.2 Coordinate Frames Definition Used in D&D Telerobotic System

Figure 4.2 gives the scene of the task space in our D&D system application.
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image plane
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sensor head

diagonal field ofview,
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Task
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I

I

I

/
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I

block
height,

I
block width, wb
Figure 4.2 Layout of task space [1]
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4.2.1 Sensor Head Coordinate Frames

This section is mainly from reference [1 ] . As it is important to understand the
overall frame transformation and data flow, the computation and definition in RTSA
is presented briefly here .
Fi gure 4.3 shows the coordinate frames fixed on the pan-tilt sensor head . In the
present configuration shown in figure 4.3, the pan and tilt angles both read zero .The
following sections will describe the transformation between these frames .
4.2.1.1

World frame (l:w)

The world frame is to set the general reference of the system. All the
transformations and computations are related to this frame ultimately . This frame is
fixed on the underside of the pan motor assembly with its z-axis along the pan axis .
µm

X

X

Figure 4.3 Sensor head coordinate frames [1]
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The x-axis is attached such that it points in the same direction as the cameras when
the pan motor assembly is mounted on the tripod, at -1 3 5° from the encoder, and the
pan angle dial reads 0°.

Pan-tilt frame (tPT)

4.2.1.2

This frame's origin is placed at the intersection of the pan and tilt axes, and it is
oriented identically to the world frame when the pan and tilt angles are at their zero
positions. It is fixed with respect to the cameras, and thus its position is determined
by the offset from the world frame and the pan and tilt angles. We can imagine that
the Pan-tilt frame is obtained from the world frame by three steps sequentially with
respect to the current frame:
( 1 ) translate by an offset Zw along z-axis
(2) rotate by a pan angle about axis z
(3) rotate by a tilt angle about axis y
Therefore, the transformation between the world and pan-tilt frame is as follows,
postmultiplication applied here:

wT
PT

=

1
0
0
0

0
1
0
0

0
0
1
0

0

C<p

- S <p

0

S<p

C<p

zw O
1

0

O
0

c -8
O 0
0
1 0 - s -8
0 1
0
O 0
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0 s -8 0
1 0 0
0 c8 0
0 0 1

ca
S ([J ca
C([J

=

- sa
0

- S ([J
C ([J

0
0

C([J

sa 0

S([J S a 0
c a Zw
0
1

--- (4.11)

where
zw

= offset

{fJ

= pan angle

a

= tilt angle

For our specific system setup in REMSL in this thesis, the offset is 10 8 .3mm

4.2.1.3

Laser range finder frame fELRF)

The laser range finder is a sensor to measures the distance from a laser spot to its
surface. All coordinate information is expressed initially in this frame. As the laser
range finder rotates about pan axis and tilt axis, LLRF is a kinetic frame. So the
geometric information with respect to LLRF must be expressed in a fixed frame before
further processing. This transformation will be discussed in the next section. Here we
first discuss the transformation between frame LRF and frame PT.
The LRF is fixed relative to the PT frame on the surface of the laser range finder
where the distance reads zero. Although they should be the same orientation, small
errors in the mounting of the laser range finder on the sensor head require there to be
a fixed transformation between the two. If there is a pan and tilt angle to get from the
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PT frame to the LRF frame, we get a similar transformation as that from the W to PT
frame, along with the transformation for the rearrangement of axis directions. The pan
and tilt angle offset values for the mounting of the laser range finder are calibrated
experimentally by adjusting the numbers until parts are being placed against the
background screen correctly.

PT
TLRF -

=

C (f)LRF c /}LRF

- S (f)L
RF

C(f)LRF s /}LRF

S(f) LRF c /}LRF

C(f) LRF

S (f)LRF s /}LRF

0
0

- s /}LRF

0

c /}LRF

0

S (f) LRF

- C (f)LRF s 8LRF

C (f) LRF c /}LRF

- C (f) LRF

- S (f)LRF s /}LRF

S(f)LRF c /}LRF

- c /}LRF

- S /}L
RF

0
0

0

0

where for our specific system setup in REMSL,
PT

= 75 mm

PT

= 92 mm

PT

= -11 mm

rpLRF

= 0.019 deg

8LRF

= -0.01 deg

XLRF
YLRF

ZLRF
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PT

X LRF
PT y
PT

LRF

z LRF

1

0 0 1
-1 0 0
0 -1 0
0 0 0

0
0
0
1

PT

X LRF
PT y
LRF
PT
z LRF

1

--- (4.12)

L ic and L Rc and two frames defined in RTSA, which are not useful to the
computation in this thesis[1].
4.2.1.4 Calculations in Sensor Head Frames

As mentioned above, all original geometric information is with respect to the
Laser range finder frame, which is not a fixed frame. Information needs to be
expressed with respect to a fixed frame -world frame. The transformation matrix
from the world frame to the laser range finder frame may be calculated by
multiplying the transformations from world to pan-tilt and from pan-tilt to laser
frames. The world frame coordinates of the laser spot may then be determined by
transforming the spot coordinate in the laser frame with this result. This procedure is
executed as follows:

-W
PT
- T PT TLRF LRFp

--- (4.1 3)

where wp and LRFp are the coordinates of the laser spot with respect to individual
frame.
The coordinates from the laser range finder may be expressed in the laser range
finder frame as
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0
0

=

dLRF

1

where dLRF is the distance read from the laser range finder. Thus,

W
P

c rp c 8

- s <p

C (f) s /}

S (f) c /}

C (f)

S (f) s /}

-s8

0
0

c8

0

*

0

0
0
Zw

1

S (f)LRF

- c <pLRF s 8LRF

C (f)LRF c /}LRF

PT

- C (f)LRF

- S (f)LRF s /}LRF

S (f)LRF c /}LRF

PT

-s
/}LRF

PT

0
0

- c /}L F
R

0

0

Cf/J c {dLRF cq,LRF cf)LRF +

PT

,I q, ca(dLRF cq,LRF c f)LRF +

PT

X LRF

y

LRF

z LRF

1

xLRF ) - s�dLRF ·'"'l'LRF cf)LRF +

PT

xLRF ) + c,(dLRF sq,LRF cf)LRF +

PT

- �d
LRF cq,LRF c9LRF +
s

PT

*

0
0
dLRF

1

) + c ,p s{- dLRF ,\' 9LRF +

PT

z LflF )

YLRF ) + .\· q, sa(- dLRF ,\· f)LRF +

PT

zLRF )

YLRF

xLRF ) + c � - dLRF .r9LRF +

PT

z LRF )

-- - (4. 1 4 )

4.2.2

Part frames [1]

Based on the preceding computation, the RTSA module gets a vector describing
the origin of the part frame with respect to the world frame, which constrains the
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position of original of the part frame. It also gets the roll-pitch-yaw angles of the part
frame with respect to the world frame, which constrains the orientation of the part
frame. With this information, a part frame (in figure 4.4) is uniquely set.
To select a pipe in the work space, the operator needs to choose two points along
this pipe. Then the part frame is defined in the following way:
(1)

The original of the part frame is virtually set at the centerline of the first
chosen point from the viewpoint of the laser range finder.

(2 )

The direction of x y z axes of the part frame is set by: in the first step, the
coordinates of each of the chosen points is calculated so that the vector
connecting the two points, PTL 1 , may be specified. Ideally, this vector is
parallel to the axis of the pipe, and the unit vector in this direction is used
as the z-vector in the part frame, Lp , The cross product between this vector

-t - PTp

_/�/

�PT

�w

-

,/

----

PTp2

Figure 4.4 Pipe placement coordinate frames [I]
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and the direction to the first point chosen, PTp 1 , defines a tangent to the
pipe cross-section, which is used to determine the y unit vector of the pipe
frame Lp . The final vector necessary to define the base frame is the x unit
vector, which is determined by taking a cross product of the z and y
vectors and points toward the centerline of the pipe.
From the above definitions, it is easy to understand that the part frame is a frame
fixed to the pipe to be cut.
Having defined the part frame, based on the preceding computation, the R TSA
module gets a vector with respect to the world frame describing the origin of the part
frame . This constrains the position of the origin of the part frame . It also provides the
roll-pitch-yaw angles of the part frame with respect to the world frame. This
constrains the orientation of the part frame.
R TSA module uses C++ structures to record the roll-pitch-yaw offsets of the
origin and other geometric information of the part frame with respect to the world
frame. The data structures are shown below:
s t ruct Pos i t i on3D
float x ;
float y ;
float z ;
} ;

s t ruct Ori ent ation
float y ;
float p ;
float r ;
} ;

/ / yaw ( rot ation about X axis )
/ / pitch ( rot at i on about Y axi s )
/ / roll { rotat ion about Z axi s )

With information in the above data structures, a part frame is uniquely set, and the
transformation between part frame and world frame is
- 42 -

[cos R * cos P cos R * sin P * sin Y - sin R * cos Y cos R * sin P * cos Y + sin R * sin Y off _ xl
sin R * cos P sin R * sin P * sin Y + cos R * cos Y sin R * sin P * cos Y - cos R * sin Y off_ y
- sin P
cos P * sin Y
cos P * cos Y
off _ z
0
0
1
0

--- (4.15)

In Eq. (4.15), R is roll angle; P is pitch angle; Y is yaw angle; and off_x, off_y
and off_z are the coordinates of the origin of the part frame with respect to the world
frame.

4.2.3 Cutting Frame

In our computation, we define another frame, the cutting frame, for the
convenience of both calculation and clarity. The coordinates of key points in the
computation are fairly simple within the cutting frame. For example, the cutting point
is just the origin of the cutting frame, i. e. (0 ,0 ,0 ) and the approach point (to be
described later) is always on the x-axis of the cutting frame, i.e. (Li,0 ,0 ) .
The origin of the cutting frame is same as the cutting point, which the operator
can adjust during the planning.
The cutting frame is obtained by a sequence of translation and rotation in the
following way:
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( 1) The direction of the z axis of the cutting frame is identical to that of the z axis
of the part frame . The direction of the x and y axis is from the rotation by the
angle that the operator sets about the z axis.
(2) The cutting frame is initially determined by translating the part frame along
part frame's inverse current x-direction with a distance of the pipe radius so
that the new base frame lies on the surface of the pipe . Then the new frame is
translated along the current z axis with an amount adjusted by the operator.
The transformation matrix, PartTcut ,between the cut and part frames is shown in
figure 4. 4is given by a translation along the pipe (z) axis by an amount delta and
rotation along the pipe (z) axis by an angle A. The radius of the pipe is r . Therefore

cos A - sin A 0 r cos A
cos A 0 r sin A
PartT _ sin A
cut 0
1 delta
0
0
0
0
1

--- (4. 16)

4.2.4. Robot Frame

The robot frame is the frame with respect to which the controller in the HMCT
module interprets control signals and sends commands. The required information for
an operation point includes:
(1) Roll-pitch -yaw angles of the manipulator end-effector with respect to the
robot frame .
(2) Coordinates of the operation point with respect to the robot frame .
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All coordinate and orientation information sent to the real-time controller should
be described in the robot frame, a fixed frame in the system. The robot frame is
defined on the floor at the base of the robot shaft. The orientation of the robot frame
axes is approximately the same as that of the world frame.
Similar to the relation between the PT frame and the LRF frame, the robot frame
and the world frame should be the same orientation. Small errors in the mounting of
J

•

• a fixed transformation
,, ,..
the base of the robot arm require
between the two frames. With
fI

1
.. ·� 1 I

system calibration, the roll-pitch-yaw angles are obtained with small number, and the
Ir world frame, so there are
origin of the robot frame is different from the origin of the

translations along x,y and z axes. Anologous to the transformation between PT frame
l'
•
1. , transformation between robot Iframe
and LRF frame,
the
and world frame is

Robotrw,.

-

---l world-

[cos R • cos P cos R * sin P * sin Y - sin R * cos Y cos R * sin P * cos Y + sin R * sin Y off _ x
sin R * cos P sin R * sin P * sin Y + cos R * cos Y sin R * sin P * cos Y - cos R * sin Y off _ y
l
cos P * sin Y
cos P * cos Y
- sin P
off_ z
0
0
1
0

--- (4 . 1 7)

Number we obtained with system calibration in REMSL are
R = 1.2 degrees
P = -1 degree
Y = -1 degree
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Where R, P and Y are the roll, pitch and yaw angles respectively of the world frame
with respect to the robot frame, which are small amount but not negligible. The
offsets,
off x = -1 1 65 mm
off_y = �22 mm
off z = 1331 mm
are those of the world frame with respect to the robot frame.

4.3 Task Planner Computation
It is very simple and easy to describe a point in the cutting frame. All the control
signals related to geometric information in HMTC module are with respect to robot
frame, and the transformation from the cutting frame to the robot frame must be
obtained. Actually, all computation in the task planner module follows this
transformation path: cutting frame ➔ part frame ➔ world frame ➔ robot frame. The
relation between the coordinates with respect to the cutting frame and those with
respect to the robot frame is

Transformation from the cutting frame to the robot frame can be decomposed into
a sequence of transformations discussed in the preceding sections : 1) transformation
from cutting frame to part frame; 2) transformation from part frame to world frame
and 3)transformation from world frame to robot frame, so
robotr �botT
world
cut

* worldTpart * partrcut
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--- (4.18 )

On the right side of Eq. 4.18 , all transformation matrices are known from the
preceding sections. So the transformation from cutting frame to robot frame can be
calculated directly. Let the overall transformation matrix be
RobotT

cut

= [::: :::
b3 1

0

--- (4.19 )

b32

0

4.3.1 Cut Point

The cut point is the point where the tool begins the cut i.e., it is the point where
the tool begins to touch the part. The operator can set the cut point to a desired
position at will in the cut selection window (to be described in 5.3) of the task planner
by adjusting the direction about the part's axis and position along the part's axis. The
angle A in Eq. (4.16) changes when the operator adjusts the direction and the offset
delta. Although the cutting frame changes with the adjustment, the coordinate of the
cut point with respect to the cutting frame is always (0 ,0 ,0 ). Therefore the coordinate
of cut point with respect to robot frame is

Robot RobotT
p=

cut

0
0
*
0
1

The end-effector holds the cutting tool such as a saw. The HMCT module needs
the orientation of the end-effector as input, so the task planner module must calculate
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that parameter. The roll-pitch-yaw angles of the end-effector with respect to the robot
frame can be calculated from transformation matrix (4. 1 9) as

Yaw = atan2 (b32 ,h33 )
so the tool as held in the end-effector is parallel to the desired cutting plane.

4.3.2

Approach Point

The approach point is the point where the manipulator begins the tooling
operation with a feedrate that the operator sets in the controller.
The coordinates of the approach point with respect to the cutting frame is always
(d,0,0) because this point lies on x-axis according to the cutting frame definition. So
the coordinate of the cut point with respect to the robot frame is

Robotp=Ro�

--- 1 cut

*
I

1

Currently,
We experimentally set d1 = -25 mm for the approach point
At the approach point, the roll, pitch, and yaw angles are the same as the roll,
pitch, and yaw angles of the cut point. This is easy to understand as the manipulator
keeps the orientation during the cutting status.
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4.3.3

Final Point

The final point is the point where the manipulator completes the tooling operation
and stops going forward at the specified the feed rate and begins to retract .
The coordinate of the cut point with respect to cutting frame is always (d, 0, 0) . So
the coordinate of the cut point with respect to the robot frame is

Robot

Robot,,-,
--- 1 cut

p=

*

Currently,
d2 = 10 0 mm for the approach point

And also, at the approach point, the roll, pitch, and yaw angles are the same as the
roll, pitch, and yaw angles of the cut point .

4.3.4

Constraint Point

The constraint point is a special point needed by the planar assist function mode .
As three points not aligned in a line forms a plane, we need a constraint point to set
the correct cutting plane . As we know from our definition of the cutting frame, the
cutting plane is identical to the x-y plane of the cutting frame . So we pick a point at y
axis with respect to the cutting frame as the constraint point .
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The coordinate of the constraint point with respect to the cutting frame is always
(0, d3 ,0). So the coordinate of cut point with respect to robot frame is
0
Robot _Robotn-o
p- --- l cut

* d3
0

1

In our calculation, d3 =50 mm.

4.4

Task Plan Outp uts

Operation in the autonomous mode needs the positions and orientations of the
end-effector at the cutting point, approach point and final point.
Operation in the teleoperation with linear assist function mode needs the positions
of the end-effector at the approach point and final point. Operation in the
teleoperation with planar assist function mode needs the positions of the end-effector
at the approach point, final point and constraining point. Operation in the
teleoperation with velocity assist function mode needs the positions of the end
effector at the final point, where the controller sends a command to stop. Refer to
figure 4.5 for an example of the task plan file. Command line 12 specifies pure
teleoperation; command line 13 specifies a via point inserted by the operator;
Command line 1 4 specifies teleoperation with linear assist function.
The task plan file is transmitted over the Ethernet by the task planner to the real
time control computer when the operator feels satisfied with the result. Each action in
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the task plan file gives Boolean information about the end-effector state and the task
time duration. The format of the file is such that it can be parsed by a state transition
component in ControlShell called 'fetchandparse.' A trajectory generator there
creates a smooth motion along a path from the manipulator's current position to the
next given position. If the plan is already in place and being executed, and it is found
that teleoperation is necessary, it may be halted and control transferred to the
operator.

1 move x -265.0 y 1 400.0 z 960.0 roll 90.0 pitch 43.0 yaw 0.0 Gripper 1 00 TimeDur 1 5
2 move

-265 .0 y 1 580.0 z 895.0 roll 90.0 pitch 43.0 yaw 0.0 Gripper 1 00 TimeDur 1 5

X

3 move x -265 .0 y 1 572.0 z 895.0 roll 90.0 pitch 43.0 yaw 0.0 Gripper 70 TimeDur 1 5
4 move

X

-265.0 y 1 572.0 z 1 100.0 roll 90.0 pitch 45.0

5 move

X

1 00.0 y 1200.0 z 1 3 00.0 roll 90.0 pitch 45.0

6 move

X

1 1 38.4 y 287.7 z 1659.8 roll 8.6 pitch -8.9 yaw 1 78.6 Gripper 70 TimeDur 1 5

yaw 0.0 Gripper 70 TimeDur 1 5
yaw 0.0 Gripper 70 TimeDur 1 5

7 move

X

1 1 62.8 y 29 1 .5 z 1 663.6 roll 8.6 pitch -8.9 yaw 1 78.6 Gripper 70 TimeDur 1 5

8 move

X

1262.2 y 295.2 z 1 667.5 ro11 8.6 pitch -8.9 yaw 1 78.6 Gripper 70 TimeDur 90

9 move

X

1 162.8 y 29 1 .S z 1663.6 roll 8.6 pitch -8.9 yaw 1 78.6 Gripper 70 TimeOur 90

10 move

X

1 138.4 y 287.7 z 1 659.8 roll 8.6 pitch -8.9 yaw 1 78.6 Gripper 70 TimeDur 1 5

1 1 move x 800.0 y 200.0 z 0.0

roll 0.0 pitch 0.0 yaw 0.0 Gripper 7 0 TimeDur 1 5

12 teleop_manual
13 move x 600.0 y 1 000.0

z 1400.0 roll 0.0

1 4 teleop_assist Flag 'L' P l x 86 1 .9 y 73.5
15 move

x -265.0 y 1400.0

pitch 0.0

yaw 90.0 Gripper 70 TimeDur 1 5

z 1273.6 P2 x 1357.2 y 1 02.9 z 1 393.8

z 1 1 00.0 roll 90.0 pitch 43.0 yaw 0.0 Gripper 70 TimeDur 1 5

1 6 move x -265.0

y 1 572.0

z 895.0

1 7 move x -265.0

y 1 572.0

z 895.0 roll 90.0 pitch 43.0

roll 90.0 pitch 43.0 yaw 0.0 Gripper 7 0 TimeDur 1 5
yaw 0.0 Gripper 1 00 TimeDur 1 5

1 8 move x -265.0 y 1 400.0 z 1 1 00.0 roll 90.0 pitch 43.0 yaw 0.0 Gripper 1 00 TimeDur 1 5
1 9 move x -265.0

y 1 000.0 z 1 1 00.0 roll 90.0 pitch 43 .0 yaw 0.0 Gripper 1 00 TimeDur 1 5

Figure 4.5 Sample of the Task Plan File
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Chapter 5
I l� .•
• I Interface
Graphical User

5.1 Graphical User Interface in Task Planner

As mentioned in Chapter 3, an operator working long periods is subject to fatigue .
Therefore the task planner of this telerobotic remote work system needs to provide the
operator a very flexible operation environment .In this concern, the task planner
module must provide operators a friendly graphic user interface environment .
The graphical user interface of the task planner allows the operator to plan a set of
subtasks for the system to execute. The interface should maximize user efficiency,
therefore it should mini�ize the planning time and knowledge needed to accurately
run the system . Based on these requirements, a basic task planner design was

..

constructed . It prompts the operator through' the required inputs with a minimum
number of windows .The output of the task planner is a list of actions which are
downloaded over the Ethernet as a text file to the real-time control computer.
The basic structure of the task planner is shown in figure 5.1 . As shown, the task
planner allows all possible tooling scenarios to be planned from twelve simple
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windows. The structure also allows the operator to edit his planning inputs before
savmg.

5.2. Developing GUI with MFC
The RTSA module and task planner module is installed on a machine with
Window NT operating system. The graphical user interface program must be
compatible with this operating system.
There are two ways to develop the graphical user interface with VC++. The first
is to use the API functions defined in Win32. In this approach, the program can
directly utilize the API and explicitly handle all of the details associated with a
Windows program. The second way to program for Windows uses a special C++
class library, which encapsulates the API functions. By far, the most popular
Windows programming class library is Microsoft Foundation Classes (MFC). MFC is
powerful tool that offers significant advantages in some situations. MFC masks the
complex features of Windows API, which are unnecessary in most situations. MFC
also masks the detailed mechanism of message communication, which improves the
efficiency of software development. In this thesis, we develop the software in the
MFC approach [21].
The Microsoft Foundation Class Library (MFC) is an "application framework" for
programming in Microsoft Windows. Written in C++, MFC provides much of the
code necessary for managing windows, menus, and dialog boxes; performing basic
input/output; storing collections of data objects; and so on. All the programmer needs
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Starting Task Planner
New/Open

Select Tool

Tool Settings

Cut Mode
Pure
Teleoperation
mode

Autonomous mode or
Teleoperation with assist function mode

....-----..._---,

Cut Point
Selection

Insert Via
Point?

Yes

Via Point
Selection

No
More Cut
Points?

Yes

No
Check Plan

Download
Plan

Save As

Figure 5 . 1 Task planner scheme
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to

',,. ..Given the nature of C++
do is add application-specific code into this framework
class programming, it is easy to extend or override the basic functionality MFC

.

supplies .MFC shortens development time; makes code more portable; provides
tremendous support without reducing programming freedom and flexibility; and gives
easy access to "hard to program" user-interface elements [23] .
To develop graphical user interface with MFC, the programmer needs to
understand the MFC hierarchy (see appendix 1)

II Task Planner
5.3 Windows for parameter setting in

The task planner is a large set of functions responsible for creating a task plan
from operator and model information .It provides the operator with a set of windows
to select the object to be cut, tools to use, etc .The final result is a linked list of actions
which are downloaded as a text file through the Ethernet to the control computer. The
windows are briefly described in this section.
Startin g Task Planner
As the TP is the bridge between the RTSA module and the real-time controller
module and it utilizes the geometric information from RTSA, the task planner is
entered through the Main RTSA window .
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Select a way to plan

I ------1
�ew Task Pia�

"-••••••11� .-■■,t f,•·�,t..... • P■il�-tP■■-. t ■■,

0 pen Task Pia

Figure 5.2 New/Open Window
New/Open window

The New/Open window (figure 5.2) allows the operator to begin a new task plan
file by clicking the button "New Task Plan". On clicking the "New" button, the
operator begins a process to plan a task, which may include as many subtasks in
figure 1.1 as he desires.

Select Tool window

The Select tool window (figure 5.3) allows the tool to be used in the tooling
operation to be selected for an individual subtask. The operator needs only to select
from a tool list as the tool in the operation, and then· click "OK" after done. Though
the present system provides only functionality of sawing, saw, drill, grippers and
scissors are selectable here as tools demonstration.
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SELECT TOOL

SAW

·:�.�:,,,;

Ei

-

--

-

D RI L!l
GRIPPE R
SCISSORS

OK

I

Cancel

f

Figure 5.3 Select Tool window
Tool settings window

In the Tool settings window (figure 5.4), the tool specific parameters for that
operation are selected. For example, if the selected tool in the preceding window is a
saw or drill, the operator needs to set the tool feedrate during the operation in this
window. A class member variable "m_Feedrate" in the CToolSetting { } class is used
here to record the tool setting information. See appendix 3 for the dialog classes for
each dialog interface.

-

TOOL S E T TING

Feedrate 0·1 00 in/ti

f3

OK

20

Cancel

Figure 5.4 Tool Setting window
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I

Mode selection window

The Mode selection window (figure 5.5) is used to select the mode of operation .
Choices are autonomous mode, teleoperation using an assist function, or pure
teleoperation . Linear, planar, and velocity assist functions are available . Forms of
assistance may be chosen in the construction of a high level plan for particular tasks .
A class member variable "m_Mode" in the CAssistModeSelect { }class is used here to
record the mode information so as to trigger the proper mode later in the real-time
controller mode later .
-

M ode S election

Mode
(; AulonollilOus Mode

r

T eleop rattan wi h linear A.$,i

r-

T eJeoperation with Planar A itt

!J Teleoperalion with Velocity A s" t
Pure T el op rati -.

Figure 5.5 Mode Selection window
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El

Cut point selection window

Next, in the Cut point selection window (figure 5.6), the cut plane is selected from
the model previously created in the RTSA module [1]. At the top of this window is a
drop list used to select the part which is to be cut. When a part is selected, it is
highlighted in red in the Envision window and a cutting plane in the shape of a flat
arrow appears along the axis of the part. Buttons on the window allow the operator to
translate the cutting plane along the z-axis of the part and to rotate the direction of the
approach around the z-axis. When the selections have been made, the operator stores
this point. The computation process is shown in appendix 2. Here one thing needs to
be clarified: though the computation is developed in this thesis, the data structure to
record the geometrical information is from Fu's work [16].
Edit

T1¥1slaleplane

j_

+

fdl

I

Aot�e �ch
dookwiu )

t·clcckwise J

Xcomt. £dit

nIJI

Y·coord: Er.ii
Z-cD01d: Eta

ro1

Edit

mm

Pich

Eci.

nm

yl#j

Eci.

---�t
StC11e Pm

CaR.Je1

Figure 5.6 Cut Point Selection window
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Via point windows

Once the cutting point has been selected, any needed via points can be added
through the Via point windows (figures. 5.7 and 5.8).
A via point is an extra point added by the operator into the motion trajectory of
the manipulator. Via points may be included to ensure that the manipulator moves
around expected obstacles between cuts or during tool retrieval and replacement.
After cut points have been selected from the previously described window, the drop
list in this window will contain a list of those cutting operations. The operator may
then choose to insert via points after any of the operations in this list. They will be
included in the final motion trajectory created for download to the controller. The via
point coordinates are entered manually.
YE S /N

□-

13

Want to add Via Point?

-.. -··-f-,
I i...... ......... .YE�. . .S. ...........
NO

Figure 5.7 Via Point Insertion window
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"-
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><

y

1200

z
OK

Cancel

Figure 5.8 Via Point Coordinates Input window
More cuts window

So far, a subtask planning is completed. With preceding windows, the operator
can specify all the information including operating mode for that subtask. As the
overall task of this telerobotic system consist of as many subtask as desired, the task
planner needs to ask the operator to decide if he needs an additional subtask, either in
the same mode as just planed or in a different mode.
Therefore, finally, the operator is asked whether more cuts should be added to the
plan in the More cuts window (figure 5.9 ). If more cuts are needed in the task plan
file, the operator is prompted to begin the cut plane selection process again with
figure 5.8. It begins planning another subtask. If not, the plan is completed by
checking "No"and downloading it.
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13

Dialog

l

t ..........., ............., .....�,

t L. ....... YE S __.......�

M ore Cut Point?

NO

1

Figure 5.9 More Operation window

Check and Save plan window

The Check and download plan window (Fig. 5. 1 0 ) allows the basic structure of
the file to be checked. It also allows the operator to choose to download the task plan
file to the location of choice. When opened, the check plan window displays a simple
alphanumeric list representing the results of the high-level task planning operations.

Save as window

The task plan file can be saved into any location through the Save as window
(Fig. 5. 11).
Check ,Elan
D ownload Plan

Cancel

J

lf

............O K ...........

11

.... .... .... . . . ... - - � -a;• . ......... � - �- -•�'

Figure 5 . 1 0 Check and Save Plan window
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Figure 5. 1 1 Save As window

These windows work together to form the task planner. An example application
will be presented in the following chapter .
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Chapter 6

Experimental Results and Conclusions
This chapter describes the experimental results and gives some conclusions with
regard to the requirements presented in Chapter 1. Finally, future work is discussed.

6.1 Experimental Results

6.1.1 Performance verification experiment

A task plan file that can be executed through the real-time controller is shown in
Fig. 6. 1 . Commands in the first five lines control the manipulator to pick up a tool.
Commands in lines 6-1 0 control the manipulator's execution of an autonomous
cutting subtask. Line 1 1 commands the manipulator to move to a via point. Line 1 2
sets the flag to trigger a pure teleoperation in which the operator has total control of
the manipulator. The commands in lines 1 3- 1 8 tell the manipulator to put down the
tool and return to the initial manipulator position.
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I move

X

2 move

X

4 move

X

5 move

X

6 move

X

-265 .0 y 1400.0 z 960.0 roll 90.0 pitch 43.0 yaw 0.0 Gripper 1 00 TimeDur 1 5
-265 .0 y 1 5 80.0 z 895 .0 roll 90.0 pitch 43.0 yaw 0.0 Gripper I 00 TimeDur 1 5
3 move X -265.0 y 1 572.0 z 895.0 roll 90.0 pitch 43.0 yaw 0.0 Gripper 70 TimeDur 1 5

7 move

X

8 move

X

9 move

X

10 move

-265.0 y 1 5 72.0 z 1 100.0 roll 90.0 pitch 45.0 yaw 0.0 Gripper 70 TimeDur 1 5
1 00.0 y 1 200.0 z 1 300.0 roll 90.0 pitch 45.0 yaw 0.0 Gripper 70 TimeDur 1 5
1 138.4 y 287.7 z 1 659.8 roll 8.6 pitch -8.9 yaw 1 78.6 Gripper 70 TimeDur 1 5
1 162.8 y 29 1 .5 z 1 663.6 roll 8.6 pitch -8.9 yaw 1 78.6 Gripper 70 TimeDur 1 5
1 262.2 y 295.2 z 1 667.5 roll 8.6 pitch -8.9 yaw 1 78.6 Gripper 70 TimeDur 90
1 162.8 y 291 .5 z 1 663.6 roll 8.6 pitch -8.9 yaw 1 78.6 Gripper 70 TimeDur 90
1 1 38.4 y 287.7 z 1 659.8 roll 8.6 pitch -8.9 yaw 1 78.6 Gripper 70 TimeDur 1 5

X

1 1 move x 800.0 y 200.0 z 0.0 roll 0.0 pitch 0.0 yaw 0.0 Gripper 7 0 TimeDur 1 5
1 2 teleop_manual
1 3 move x 600.0 y 1 000.0 z 1 400.0 roll 0.0 pitch 0.0 yaw 90.0 Gripper 70 TimeDur 1 5
14 move x -265.0 y 1400.0 z 1 1 00.0 roll 90.0 pitch 43.0 yaw 0.0 Gripper 7 0 TimeDur 1 5
1 5 move x -265.0 y 1 572.0 z 895.0 roll 90.0 pitch 43.0 yaw 0.0 Gripper 7 0 TimeDur 1 5
1 6 move x -265.0 y 1 572.0 z 895.0 roll 90.0 pitch 43.0 yaw 0.0 Gripper 100 TimeDur 1 5
1 7 move x -265.0 y 1400.0 z 1 1 00.0 roll 90.0 pitch 43.0 yaw 0.0 Gripper 1 00 TimeDur 1 5
1 8 move x -265.0 y 1 000.0 z 1 1 00.0 roll 90.0 pitch 43.0 yaw 0.0 Gripper 1 00 TimeDur 1 5

Figure 6. 1 Actual plan file generated by TP and executable with real-time controller

Experiments were done to verify that the task planner worked correctly. The task
planner is working correctly if the points that the manipulator moves through are
those designated by the operator during the task planning phase. In order to determine
whether this condition was being met, a set of experiments was conducted.
Seven experiments were conducted and each was repeated three times. In each of
the seven experiments, a task plan was created that would move the manipulator from
the tool location to a cut point by way of the approach point. A cut would be made
and then the manipulator would return the tool to the tool rack. The seven cut points
were set by placing small pieces of white tape on pipes throughout the workspace.
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The location of the seven pieces of tape was determined by placing the laser point on
each piece of tape and reading the coordinates in the task planner interface. In the
experiments, the manipulator was allowed to execute the task plan until the approach
point was reached. The manipulator was then stopped at the approach point. The
approach point was found in line 6 of figure 6.1 for the example presented. Then, the
actual position of the end-effector was measured at that point. The location of the
end-effector should agree with the coordinates specified for the approach point in the
task plan. The distance between the approach point and its cut point was fixed within
the task plan code at 25 mm. Measurements of the end-effector location were made
with a tape measure and string. The distances in the Robot Frame between the end
effector location and the cut point in the x, y, and z directions were then measured as
flx , L\y � and /lz as shown in Table 6.1. flx , the difference between the manipulator
position and the cut point in the x direction, is about 25mm. L\y and /lz measured
similarly are within 10 mm. The distance between the end-effector location and cut
point was also calculated and is given as d in Table 6. 1 .
The distance, d, was then compared to the correct 25 mm by a mean squared
error (MSE) calculation.
N

�)d; - do ) 2

MSE = --'----1---N

--- (6.1)
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Table 6. 1 Difference between end-effector location at approach point and cut point.
Point

Measurement

f:u (mm)

Liy (mm)

Liz (mm)

d= .Jt:ix + Liy 2 + Liz 2 (mm)

#1

1

22

7

-3

23.3

2

23

5

-2

23.6

3

23

5

-1

23.6

1

25

3

0

25.2

2

26

1

-1

26.0

3

· 25

3

-1

25.2

1

21

10

4

23.6

2

21

9

3

23 .0

3

22

8

3

23.6

1

24

5

0

24.5

2

23

5

0

23.6

3

24

4

1

24.4

1

25

2

0

25. 1

2

24

3

1

24.2

3

25

2

-1

25. 1

1

27

4

-1

27.3

2

26

3

-3

26.3

3

27

3

-3

27.3

1

22

5

3

22 .8

2

23

4

2

23 .4

3

23

4

2

23.4

#2

#3

#4

#5

#6

#7
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2

.. .

t
. result
,.. of the
In Eq. (6. 1 ), d0 25mm, N 21. The
MSE is l .96 mm 2 • Therefore,
=

=

the average difference between the desired and calculated distance is 1 .4 mm. This
result is satisfactory for D&D applications.
For a pipe approximately perpendicular to the floor, the roll-pitch-yaw angles in
the task plan file are nearly 0 - 0 - 1 80° . The roll-pitch-yaw angles are not exactly
0 - 0 - 1 80 ° because the selected pipe is not exactly perpendicular to the floor. And
for a pipe approximately parallel to the floor, the roll-pitch-yaw angles in the task
plan file are nearly 0 - 0 - 90 ° . The roll-pitch-yaw angles are not exactly 0 - 0 - 90 °
because the selected pipe is not exactly parallel to the floor. During the experiments,
the actual roll-pitch-yaw angles of the manipulator were not measured. However, it
J.
cut the pipe perpendicular to the pipe's longitudinal axis as intended, which
proved

that the manipulator's orientation under the instruction of task plan was correct.

6.1.2 Human-machine Interface expriment

An additional experiment was performed to determine whether the interface of
the task planner was user friendly. Several students in REMSL, who were not familiar
with the new task planner interface, were asked to construct a task plan that included
three subtasks in different operating modes. All students were able to create a simple
task plan including two autonomous subtasks within 3 minutes. This result suggests
that the new task planner can be successfully used by operators that have little prior
knowledge of the system.
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6.2 Conclusion
From the results of the experiment presented inI• section 6.1.1, it can be concluded

.... . , information
•·
that• IJthe new task planner correctly computes the geometric
required by
•I requirement of the TP for the present
ControlShell. Therefore, ,,the most important
'I

system has been satisfied.
, I that the task planner also provides a
The experiments of section 6.1.2 demonstrate

... .

-.·•10
I' operator. This will greatly reduce
user friendly interface to' an
training times for "new

operators. Reduced training times will result in great financial savings for the overall
system operating according to [ l ]. The task plan file can be saved onto the server
,.(
I,/
through an Ethernet connection.
The required functionality
for the task planner

software has been met as shown in this thesis.

I •
6.3 Future
Work

The task planner developed in this thesis successfully creates a command file that
can be interpreted by the real-time controller. However, it could be improved in the
following ways.
The via point insertion step currently requires the operator to input the via point
coordinates in a dialog box. This is inconvenient and may at times be impossible in a
real and complex work space. The operator probably is not capable of quantatizing
the coordinates of a desired a via point to avoid obstacles in the current via point
insertion window. Therefore, an interactive graphical interface using manual control
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of the manipulator end-effector is needed that will allow the operator to "quantify"
the via point the workspace.
Another improvement would be to allow the operator to edit a previously created
task plan file. This would allow existing plans to be modified to meet the current
needs of the task.
Currently, the task plan file is a text file that can be interpreted by the real-time
controller. If the operator could save the work space environment in the task plan file,
a graphical preview of the planned operation could be produced.
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Appendix
2
Source Code of Computation
void CCutSelect: :OnNextptButtonO
{
// save the selected cutting point position and orientation information to the linked list
UpdateData(TRUE);
t• cos needs argument in radians, baseP,R,Yaw are in degrees •t
rl l = cos(Pl/180*baseR)*cos(Pl/1 80*baseP);
rl2 = cos(Pl/l 80*baseR)*sin(Pl/l 80*baseP)*sin(Pl/l 80*baseYaw) - sin(Pl/l 80*baseR)*cos(Pl/l 80*baseYaw);
rl3 = cos(Pl/l 80*baseR)*sin(Pl/l 80*baseP)•cos(Pl/l 80*baseYaw) + sin(Pl/l 80*baseR)*sin(Pl/l 80*baseYaw);
rl4 = baseX;
r21 = sin(Pl/1 80*baseR)*cos(Pl/1 80*baseP);
r22 = sin(Pl/l 80*baseR)*sin(Pl/l 80*baseP)*sin(Pl/l 80*baseYaw) + cos(Pl/l 80*baseR)*cos(Pl/l 80*baseYaw);
r23 = sin(Pl/l 80*baseR)*sin(Pl/l 80*baseP)*cos(Pl/l 80*baseYaw) - cos(Pl/l 80*baseR)*sin(Pl/l 80*base Yaw);
r24 = baseY;
r3 l = -sin(Pl/1 80*baseP);
r32 = cos(Pl/1 80*baseP)*sin(Pl/1 80*baseYaw);
r33 = cos(PI/ l 80*baseP)*cos(Pl/l 80*baseYaw);
r34 = baseZ;

//------------------

double radius;
radius=Radius_2; //30. 1625 mm
/ffo add comments here
//al l = rl l •cos(rollPosSel); Fu's al l formula
al l = rl l •cos(Pl/1 80*ro11PosSel)+rl2*sin(Pl/1 80*rollPosSel);// revised formula from above line
al2 = -rl l •sin(Pl/1 80*ro11PosSel) + rl2*cos(PI/1 80*ro11PosSel);
al3 = rl3;
al 4s= radius•cos(Pl/l 80*rollPosSel)*r 1 1 +radius•sin(Pl/l 80*ro11PosSel)*r l 2+transPosSel •r l 3+baseX;
a24s = radius •cos(Pl/l 80*ro11PosSel)*r21 +radius•sin(Pl/l 80*rollPosSel)*r22+transPosSel •r23+baseY;
a34s= radius•cos(Pl/l 80*rollPosSel)*r3 l +radius•sin(Pl/l 80*ro11PosSel)*r32+transPosSel *r33+baseZ;
a21 = r2 1 •cos(Pl/l 80*ro11PosSel) + r22*sin(Pl/l 80*ro11PosSel);
a22 = -r2 l *sin(Pl/1 80*ro11PosSel) + r22*cos(PI/1 80*ro11PosSel);
a23 = r23;
a3 1 = r3 1 •cos(Pl/1 80*rollPosSel) + r32*sin(Pl/l 80*ro11PosSel);
a32 = -r3 I *sin(Pl/1 80*ro11PosSel) + r32*cos(Pl/l 80*rollPosSel);
a33 = r33;
//change the coordinates from world frame to Robot frame
//double bl 1, bl2, bl3, bl 4, b21 , b22, b23, b24, b3 1 , b32, b33, b34;
bl l=cos(Row_RW)*cos(Pitch_RW)*al l+a21 *(cos(Row_RW)*sin(Pitch_RW)*sin(Yaw_RW)
sin(Row_RW)*cos(Yaw_RW))+
a3 1 *(cos(Row_RW)*sin(Pitch_RW)*cos(Yaw_RW)+sin(Row_RW)*sin(Yaw_RW));
bl2=cos(Row_RW)*cos(Pitch_RW)*al 2+a22*(cos(Row_RW)*sin(Pitch_RW)*sin(Yaw_RW)
sin(Row_RW)*cos(Yaw_RW))+
a32*(cos(Row_RW)*sin(Pitch_RW)* cos(Yaw_RW)+sin(Row_RW)*sin(Yaw_RW));
bl 3=cos(Row_RW)*cos(Pitch_RW)*al 3+a23*(cos(Row_RW)*sin(Pitch_RW)*sin(Yaw_RW)
sin(Row_RW)*cos(Yaw_RW))+
a33*(cos(Row_RW)*sin(Pitch_RW)•cos(Yaw_RW)+sin(Row_RW)*sin(Yaw_RW));
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b2 l =sin(Row_RW)•cos(Pitch_RW)•a1 l+a2 1 •(sin(Row_RW)•sin(Pitch_RW)•sin(Yaw_RW)+cos(Row_
RW)•cos(Yaw_RW)}+
a3 1 •(sin(Row_RW)•sin(Pitch_RW)•cos(Yaw_RW)-cos(Row_RW)•sin(Yaw_RW));
b22=sin(Row_RW)•cos(Pitch_RW)•a12+a22•(sin(Row_RW)•sin(Pitch_RW)•sin(Yaw_RW)+cos(Row_
RW)•cos(Yaw_RW))+
a32•(sin(Row_RW)•sin(Pitch_RW)•cos(Yaw_RW)-cos(Row_RW)•sin(Yaw_RW));
b23=sin(Row_RW)•cos(Pitch_RW)•al 3+a23•(sin(Row_RW)•sin(Pitch_RW)•sin(Yaw_RW)+cos(Row_
RW)•cos(Yaw_RW)}+
a33•(sin(Row_RW)•sin(Pitch_RW)•cos(Yaw_RW)-cos(Row_RW)•sin(Yaw_RW));
b3 l=-sin(Pitch_RW)•a1 l+a21 •cos(Pitch_RW)•sin(Yaw_RW)+a3 1 •cos(Pitch_RW)•cos(Yaw_RW);
b32=-sin(Pitch_RW)•a12+a22•cos(Pitch_RW)•sin(Yaw_RW)+a32•cos(Pitch_RW)•cos(Yaw_RW);
b33=-sin(Pitch_RW)•al3+a23•cos(Pitch_RW)•sin(Yaw_RW)+a33•cos(Pitch_RW)•cos(Yaw_RW);
bl4=cos(Row_RW)•cos(Pitch_RW)•al4s+a24s•(cos(Row_RW)•sin(Pitch_RW)•sin(Yaw_RW)
sin(Row_RW)•cos(Yaw_RW)}+
a34s•(cos(Row_RW)•sin(Pitch_RW)•cos(Yaw_RW)+sin(Row_RW)•sin(Yaw_RW))+OFFSET_X;
b24=sin(Row_RW)•cos(Pitch_RW)•al4s+a24s•(sin(Row_RW)•sin(Pitch_RW)•sin(Yaw_RW)+cos(Ro
w_RW)•cos(Yaw_RW))+
a34s•(sin(Row_RW)•sin(Pitch_RW)•cos(Yaw_RW)-cos(Row_RW)•sin(Yaw_RW))+OFFSET_Y;
b34=sin(Pitch_RW)•al 4s+a24s•cos(Pitch_RW)•sin(Yaw_RW)+a34s•cos(Pitch_RW)•cos(Yaw_RW)+OFFS
ET_Z;
cut_x=(-2•radius-OFFSET_MANIPULATOR)•bl l+b l4;
cut_y=(-2•radius-OFFSET_MANIPULATOR)•b2 l +b24;
cut_z=(-2 •radius-OFFSET_MANIPULATOR) •b3 l +b34;
app_x=(-2 •radius-OFFSET_MANIPULATOR-DISTANCE)•b 1 1 +b 14;
app_y=(-2•radius-OFFSET_MANIPULATOR-DISTANCE)•b2l+b24;
app_z=(-2•radius-OFFSET_MANIPULATOR-DISTANCE)•b3 l+b34;
fin_x=(-2•radius-OFFSET_MANIPULATOR+3•radius+20)•b l l+b l4;
fin_y=(-2•radius-OFFSET_MANIPULATOR+3•radius+20tb2l+b24;
fin_z=(-2•radius-OFFSET_MANIPULATOR+3 •radius+20)•b3 l+b34;
plane_x=-DISTANCE •bl 2+b 14;
plane_x=-DISTANCE•b22+b24;
plane_x=-DISTANCE•b32+b34;

// update the text (prompting words)
// update the point coordinate information
sprintt'(MsgStrl, "Point coordinates:");
m_Pointlnfo = (CString)MsgStrl ;
sprintf(MsgStr2, "%8. l lf'', cut_x);
m_xCoord = (CString)MsgStr2;
sprintf(MsgStr3, "%8. l lf", cut_y);
m_yCoord = (CString)MsgStr3;
sprintf(MsgStr4, "%8.l lf", cut_z);
m_zCoord = (CString)MsgStr4;
UpdateData(FALSE);
CComboBox• pOKBox;
pOKBox = (CComboBox•)GetDlgltem(IDOK);
pOKBox->EnableWindow(TRUE);

}
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void CCutSelect::OnStore()
{
II TODO: Add your control notification handler code here
if (firstPnt)
( ((CRtsa2App*)AfxGetApp())->EndPtList ).tempList = ( ((CRtsa2App*)AfxGetAppO)
>EndPtList ).new_dllist(); II create a new linked list: End Point List
II the subsequent points are not the first point any more
firstPnt = O;
((CRtsa2App*)AfxGetApp())->b_Firstpoint=firstPnt;

ptr_EndPt = new End_point;

II create a new end point

ptr_EndPt->hold_tool =((CRtsa2App*)AfxGetApp())->RealholdTool;
ptr_EndPt->mode = ((CRtsa2App*)AfxGetApp())->m_AssistMode;
II this is a cut point, not a via point
ptr_EndPt->is_via = O;
if{ptr_EndPt->mode!=O)
{
ptr_EndPt->telop = l ; II a teleoperation
}
else
{
ptr_EndPt->telop = O; II not a teleoperation
ptr_EndPt->coord_x = cut_x;
ptr_EndPt->coordJ = cut_y;
ptr_EndPt->coord_z = cut_z;
ptr_EndPt->roll = atan2(b2 1, b l I);
ptr_EndPt->pitch = atan2(-b3 1 , sqrt(b32*b32 + b33*b33));
ptr_EndPt->yaw = atan2(b32, b33);
IISHUO ADD BELOW
ptr_EndPt->app_coord_x=app_x;
ptr_EndPt->app_coord_y=app_y;
ptr_EndPt->app_coord_z=app_z;
ptr_EndPt->fin_coord_x=fin_x;
ptr_EndPt->fin_coord_y=fin_y;
ptr_EndPt->fin_coord_z=fin_z;
II mode 2(fele/Planar) need a point to define a plane
if{ptr_EndPt->mode=2)
{
ptr_EndPt->plane_coord_x=plane_x;
ptr_EndPt->plane_coord_y=plane_y;
ptr_EndPt->plane_coord_z=plane_z;

( ((CRtsa2App*)AfxGetApp())->EndPtList ).dll_append( ( ((CRtsa2App*)AfxGetApp())->EndPtList ).tempList,
(void •) ptr_EndPt);// append this end point to the End Point List
selectedCutPntNo++;
II update the cutting point number
sprintf{MsgStr, "Please select cutting point %i", selectedCutPntNo);
m_CutPtNo = (CString)MsgStr;
UpdateData(FALSE);
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Appendix 3
Source code of Interface

II
II

Selectway . cpp

# include
# include
# include
# include

implementat ion file

" s tdafx . h "
" rtsa2 . h "
" Selectway . h "
" SelectToolDlg . h"

# i fde f DEBUG
#define new DEBUG_NEW
# unde f THI S FILE
static char THI S_FI LE [ ]
# endi f

FILE

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
I
I I CSelectway dialog

II . . .

void CSelectway : : OnNewTa s k ( )
{
I I TODO : Add your control not ification handler code here
( ( CRt sa2App* ) AfxGetApp ( ) ) ->b_Cont inueTas kPlan= true ;
( ( CRt sa2App* ) AfxGetApp ( ) ) ->b_Firstpoint = l ;
whi le ( ( ( CRtsa2App* ) AfxGetApp ( ) ) ->b_ContinueTas kPlan )
{
( ( CRtsa2App* ) AfxGetApp ( ) ) ->fi rs tcheck = 1 ;
CSelectToolDlg Selectedtool ;
Selectedtool . m_Tooltype = ( ( CRtsa2App* ) AfxGetApp ( ) )
->RealholdTool ;
Selectedtool . DoModal ( ) ;
}
I IEndDialog ( IDOK ) ;
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I I ToolSett ing . cpp : implementation file
void CTool Sett ing : : OnOK ( )
{

I I TODO : Add extra val idat ion here
CAs s is tModeSelect m_ModeSelect ;
m ModeSelect . m Mode = ( ( CRts a2App* ) AfxGetApp ( ) ) ->m As s i s tMode ;
EndDialog ( IDOK);
m_ModeSelect . DoModal ( ) ;
l * CCut Select CPnt ;
int nCut PntResponse = CPnt . DoModal ( ) ;
i f ( nCutPntResponse == I DOK)
{ }*I

CDialog : : OnOK ( ) ;
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I I Vi aPntDlg . cpp
II
# inc lude
# inc lude
# include
# include

implementation file

" s tda fx . h "
" Rtsa2 . h "
"ViaPntDlg . h "
"ViaPoint Prompt . h "

# i fde f DEBUG
#define new DEBUG NEW
#unde f THI S FILE static char THI S_FI LE [ ]
#endi f

FILE

I / / / / / / / / I / / I I I/ / / / / / / / / / I I / / / / / / / I / / I I / / / // / I I / / I I / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
I
/ / CVi aPntDlg dialog

CViaPntDlg : : CViaPntDlg ( CWnd* pParent / *=NULL* / )
: CDialog ( CViaPntDlg : : I DD, pParent )
/ / { { AFX_DATA_INIT ( CViaPntDlg )
m PreViaPt = - 1 ;
m_Coor_X
0 . 0f ;
m_Coor_Y = 0 . 0 f ;
m Coor Z = 0 . 0 f ;
// } } AFX_DATA_INIT
void CViaPnt Dlg : : DoDataExchange ( C DataExchange * pDX )
{
CDi alog : : DoDataExchange ( pDX ) ;
/ / { { AFX_DATA_MAP ( CViaPntDl g )
DDX_CBindex ( pDX , I DC_VIAPT_COMBO, m_PreViaPt ) ;
DDX_Text ( pDX , I DC_EDIT_X , m_Coor_X ) ;
DDX_Text ( pDX , I DC_EDIT_Y , m_Coor_Y ) ;
DDX Text ( pDX , I DC EDIT Z , m_Coor_Z ) ;
/ / } }AFX_DATA_MAP BEGIN MES SAGE MAP ( CViaPntDl g , CDialog )
- I I { { AFX MSG MAP ( CV i a Pnt D l g )

ON CBN CLOSEUP ( I DC VIAPT COMBO, OnCloseupViaptCornbo )
ON=EN_CHANGE ( I DC_EDIT_X , -OnChangeEditX )
ON_EN_CHANGE ( I DC_EDIT_Y , OnChangeEdi tY)
ON_EN_CHANGE ( I DC_EDIT_Z , OnChangeEditZ )
ON BN CLICKED ( I DC BUTTON OK, OnButtonOk)
/ /} } AFX_MSG_MAP END_MES SAGE_MAP ( )

I / / I I / I I / / / / / / / / / / / / / I I / / I I / I / I I / / I I / / / I / / I I/ / / I / / / I I / / I / I I / / / I I / I I / / / / / / / / I
I
/ / CVia PntDlg me s sage handlers

void CViaPnt Dlg : : OnCloseupViaptCornbo ( )
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CComboBox* pViaPtBox ;
pVi aPtBox = ( CComboBox* ) GetDlgi tem ( I DOK) ;
pViaPtBox->EnableWindow (TRUE ) ;
UpdateData (TRUE ) ;
i f (m_PreViaPt ! = - 1 )
{
pt r = (void * ) ( ( ( ( ( CRt sa2App* ) AfxGetApp ( ) ) ->EndPtList
) . List ) ->fl ink ) ;
for ( int i=0 ; i<m_PreViaPt ; i++ )
{
ptr = ( void * ) ( ( ( Dl l i s t ) pt r ) ->flink ) ;

II

pEndPt = new End_point ;

create a new end point

pEndPt->telop = 0 ;
I I not a teleoperat ion
pEndPt->i s_via = 1 ;
I I this i s a via point
pEndPt->hold_tool = ( ( struct End point * ) ( ( ( Dl l i s t ) pt r ) ->val ) ) 
>hold_tool ; I I the expected tool keeps unchanged
pEndPt->mode = ( ( CRtsa2App* ) AfxGetApp ( ) ) ->m_As s i s tMode ;

II

II

dummy pa rameters , need to change in the future
pEndPt->coord_x
m_Coor_X ;
pEndPt->coord_y
m_Coor_Y ;
pEndPt->coord_z
m_Coor_Z ;
pEndPt->roll = 0 ;
pEndPt->pitch = 0 ;
pEndPt->yaw = 0 ;
( ( ( CRts a2App* ) AfxGetApp ( ) ) ->EndPtList ) . dl l ins e rt a (
( Dllist ) ptr , (void * ) pEndPt ) ; I I add this end point-right a fter
the specified node in the End Point List

void CViaPnt Dlg : : OnOK ( )
{
( ( CRt sa2App* ) AfxGetApp ( ) ) ->fi rs tchec k
time to check the new plan
CViaPointPrompt m ViaPoint ;
EndDialog ( I DOK) ; m_ViaPoint . DoModal ( ) ;
CDia log : : OnOK ( ) ;
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1;

II

wi l l be the first

void CViaPntDlg : : OnCancel ( )
{

i f ( m_PreViaPt ! = - 1 )
( ( ( CRtsa2App* ) AfxGetApp ( ) ) ->EndPtLis t ) . dl l_delete_node (
( ( Dl l i s t ) pt r ) ->flink ) ;
CViaPoint Prompt m ViaPoint ;
EndDialog ( I DOK ) ; m_ViaPoint . DoModal ( ) ;
CDialog : : OnCance l ( ) ;
void CVia PntDlg : : OnChangeEditX ( )
{

II
II

TODO : I f thi s i s a RICHEDIT control , the control wi l l not
send thi s noti ficat ion unles s you ove rride the
CDialog : : OninitDialog ( )
II function and call CRichEditCtrl ( ) . SetEventMas k ( )
I I with the ENM_CHANGE flag ORed into the mas k .

II

TODO : Add your control noti fi cation handler code here
int Temp ;
Temp= ( int ) GetDlgi temint ( I DC_EDIT_X) ;
m_Coor_X=Temp ;

void CViaPntDl g : : OnChangeEditY ( )
{

II

TODO : I f this i s a RICHEDIT control , the control wi l l not
I I send thi s noti ficat ion unless you override the
CDialog : : OninitDialog ( )
I I function and call CRichEditCtrl ( ) . SetEventMas k ( )
I I wi th the ENM_CHANGE flag ORed into the mas k .

II

TODO : Add your cont rol noti fication handler code he re
int Temp ;
Temp= ( int ) GetDlgi temint ( I DC_EDIT_Y ) ;
m_Coor_Y=Temp ;

void CViaPntDlg : : OnChangeEditZ ( )
{

II

TODO : I f thi s is a RI CHEDIT control , the control wi l l not
II send this noti ficat ion unless you ove rride the
CDialog : : On initDialog ( )
II funct ion and cal l CRichEditCtrl ( ) . SetEventMa s k ( )
II with the ENM_CHANGE flag ORed into the mas k .

I I TODO : Add your cont rol noti ficat ion handler code he re
int Temp ;
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Temp= ( int ) GetDlgitemint ( I DC_EDIT_Z ) ;
m_Coor_Z=Temp ;

void CViaPntDlg : : OnButtonOk ( )
{

I I TODO : Add your cont rol not i ficat ion handler code here
CComboBox* pViaPtBox ;
pViaPtBox = ( CComboBox* ) GetDlgi tem ( I DC_VIAPT_COMBO ) ;
pViaPtBox->EnableWindow ( TRUE ) ;
for ( ptr = (void * ) ( ( ( ( ( CRtsa2App* ) AfxGetApp ( ) ) ->EndPtLi st
) . List ) ->fl ink ) ;
pt r ! = (void * ) ( ( ( ( CRtsa2App* ) AfxGetApp ( ) ) ->EndPtLis t
) . List ) ;
pt r = (void * ) ( ( ( Dllist ) pt r ) ->flink )
I I for
loop to traverse the end point list
i f ( ( ( st ruct End point * ) ( ( ( Dl l i s t ) pt r ) ->val ) ) ->telop
i f i t is teleoperation here
{

II

Pre PtMe s s age = st rdup ( " teleoperat ion " ) ;
pViaPtBox = ( CComboBox* ) GetDlgi tem ( I DC_VIAPT COMBO) ;
pViaPtBox->AddString ( Pre PtMe s s age ) ;

else i f ( ( ( struct End_point * ) ( ( ( Dl l i st ) pt r ) ->val ) ) ->is_via
II this i s a via point
{

ViaPt index++ ;
Pre PtMe s s age = strdup ( "via point " ) ;
_itoa (ViaPtindex , Pt index, 1 0 ) ;
st rcat ( Pre PtMes sage , Pt index ) ;
pViaPtBox = ( CComboBox* ) GetDlgi tem ( I DC VIAPT COMBO) ;
pViaPtBox->AddString ( Pre PtMe s s age ) ;

else
I I this is a cut point
{

Cut Pt index++ ;
Pre PtMessage = strdup ( " cut point " ) ;
_itoa ( Cut Ptindex , Pt index , 1 0 ) ;
st rcat ( Pre PtMessage , Pt index ) ;
pViaPtBox = ( CComboBox* ) GetDlgi tem ( I DC VIAPT COMBO ) ;
pViaPtBox- >AddString ( Pre PtMes sage ) ;

return ;
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